In the new Immersion Suite Hotel where many
of Kohler’s products are test-driven, the bath is
the pièce de resistance of the entire bedroom.
“The whirlpool bath for two creates a very
intimate atmosphere,” says Ms Kolb. “Add
chromotherapy, bathing by different coloured
lights, and different styles of water treatment,
and baths become a customized experience to
suit your mood.” Even the lavatory is given
royal treatment. Kohler’s Moxie Artist Edition
lavatory features graded colour within its bowl
as well as an eye-catching decorative apron of
gemstones.

Hilton Hotel

Shower Power
The shower, too, is coming out of its closetsized confines and evolving into a multipurpose bathing experience. “Showers are very
flexible. They can double as steam rooms,
incorporate aromatherapy essences for a spa
feeling, and sport a number of options for water
delivery, with multi-function transfer valves and
temperature control systems. Choices range
from water tiles that can be placed on the ceiling
or walls, to body sprays, and the ever popular
shower roses,” says Ms Schrage.
John Kuharchuk, from The Alchemy Group
(which had a hand in designing the Westin
Grand and the Opus hotels, among others),
sees the bathroom as critical in how a property
positions itself in the marketplace. “After
the bed, a guest spends the most time in the
bathroom,” he notes, “so the bathroom has the
opportunity to make a very definite statement
of lasting value.”
At the Adara Boutique Hotel, set to open in
Whistler on December 15, showers are the
bathrooms’ focal point. Some of the elements
in the Adara bathrooms reflect many new trends
in bathroom design. “We eliminated the bathtub
altogether in favour of a much larger shower
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space, which in itself gives a sense of luxury,”
says Mr. Kuharchuk. Larger showers and tubless
bathrooms - a growing trend south of the border
- also lend themselves to installing items such
as teak benches and even fog-proof televisions,
complete with waterproof remote controls. The
surfaces, too, are another leading-edge feature,
and are coordinated with the striking artwork of
Brent Comber, a Whistler-based artist. Nearly
everything found within Adara has been custom
designed specifically for the hotel, and Comber’s
influence flows into the bathrooms. “Photography
of his alder bench is used for shower screens so
there’s a real sense of continuity,” explains Mr.
Kuharchuk. The countertops, made of engineered
composite granite, keep within the tonal feel of
the hotel, and were chosen “because the material
retains its beauty and sheen for an exceptionally
long time, and doesn’t require sealing.”
Geared to the corporate traveller, The Hilton
Toronto has just refurbished its executive
bathrooms, and these rooms are bathless like the
Adara. “Business travellers prefer the efficiency
of showers,” says Louise Dupont of the hotel’s
design firm, Lemay Michaud. “With the extra
space we’re able to equip that shower very well
with multiple water options. Showers also have
a cleaner, brighter appeal, and are much easier
to maintain.”

Tub Luxury
For now, however, the tub is holding its own
and promises to be around for some time to
come, albeit deeper, bigger, and increasingly

“The lines, shape and concept make it a
very intimate and scintillating bathing
experience.”
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